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Report to the Cabinet 
 
Report reference:   C-020-2022/23 
Date of meeting: 10 October 2022 

 
Portfolio: 
 

Finance – Cllr J. Philip 

Subject: 
 

Qualis 1 Year Business Plan – 2022/23 

Responsible Officer: 
 

Andrew Small (07548 145665). 

Democratic Services: Adrian Hendry (01992 564246). 
 

   
Recommendations/Decisions Required: 
 

After considering the views expressed by Overview and Scrutiny Committee and 
after making any amendments considered necessary: 
  

(1) Approve the 1 Year Qualis Business Plan, including the specific permission 
set out within this covering report. 
 

(2) Delegate to the Portfolio Holder the negotiation of commercial terms with 
Qualis for contracting out of the management of the Council’s commercial 
assets, thereby formalising the interim arrangements which are due to end on 
the 30thSeptember 2022, (including the formal transfer of the 2 asset 
management staff). 
 

 
1. Executive Summary 

 
1.1. It is a requirement of the Shareholder agreement that each year Qualis produce and 

present to the Council a one year and a 4 year Business Plan for the Council to 
consider and sign-off.  
 

1.2. Events at a national and global level have introduced a rapidly changing and volatile 
position which is impacting heavily upon the Council’s own financial planning.  Qualis 
is far from immune to these impacts and is needing to adapt and change its plans in 
response to external influences and factors, inflation not being the least of these. In 
this space Qualis have brought forward a 1-year plan which responds to the 
uncertainty immediately in front of them.  The medium-term impacts on their strategy 
will be reflected in the 4 year Business Plan which will be presented when the current 
uncertainty reduces.  

 
1.3. This report presents the 1 Year Qualis Business Plan and seeks the Council’s 

permission to adopt this as its direction and focus.   
 

1.4. Qualis was initially created by the Council to solve specific problems including the 
housing maintenance contract re-let and to progress a number of council owned 
regeneration sites.  In the last Business Plan the Council had worked with Qualis to 
explore and refine its future purpose and the emerging focus was that of property 
development and management company. The shared ambition seeks to consolidate 
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all property Council management and development activities under the Qualis 
umbrella so that their specialism and expertise could be utilised to provided better 
quality and better value services.   
 

1.5. This Business Plan seeks to build on and further develop this intention.  However, the 
work jointly undertaken by Qualis and the Council to develop this plan has had to 
take account of the uncertain economic landscape and is deliberately more cautious 
as a result.  
 

1.6. The Business Plan was extensively scrutinised by Overview and Scrutiny Committee 
on 27th September 2022 and members of that committee had the opportunity to ask 
questions of the officers, of Qualis and of the Council’s shareholder representative 
(the Portfolio Holder for Finance, Economic Development and Qualis).  Commitment 
was again given to present to Overview and Scrutiny Committee the business case 
for transferring Ground Maintenance to Qualis before any decision is taken to do so. 
 

1.7. The Cabinet is asked to consider and reflect on the detail of the attached 1 year 
Business Plan and either approve the plan or make such suggested amendments as 
the shareholder considers necessary.  
    

 
2. Introduction 

 
2.1. The ownership structure of Qualis was specifically defined in a way to reserve certain 

key decision for the Shareholder to make.   These include certain matters of 
Governance, Risk and Strategic Direction. 
   

2.2. The detail is set out in the Shareholder Agreement and Governance arrangements 
agreed by Cabinet in February 2020.  This sets out the decision-making framework 
for Qualis and the ways in which the Council can influence or control Qualis activities 
in its capacity as Shareholder. 
 

2.3. Broadly, the principal control will be through the approval of the annual Business 
Plan.  Qualis presents its proposals each year within the Business Plan and only if 
the Council agrees this can Qualis implement them.  This represents the critical 
control over the activities of Qualis and appropriate and detailed consideration should 
be given to the sign-off accordingly. 
 

2.4. If Qualis wishes to undertake certain activities that was not included within the 
Business Plan then under the ‘Reserved Matters’ part of the Shareholder Agreement 
it must ask for the Council’s permission. 
 

2.5. Once the Business Plan is agreed, the Council monitors delivery through Quarterly 
Monitoring reports.  This provides the opportunity to monitor progress and to receive 
assurance that performance and the finances of Qualis are as expected. 
 

2.6. The Shareholder agreement requires a 1 year plan for the forthcoming year and a 
longer looking 4 year plan, setting out direction of travel and broad intent.   As the 
actions included in the 4 year plan become imminent, they are included in the 1 year 
plan and seek Council approval at that point.   Inclusion in the plan and the Council’s 
agreement to it, gives Qualis the permission to proceed without further recourse to 
the Shareholder, unless the permission is qualified thereby requiring that it should. 

 
2.7. The current national and global economic uncertainty creates significant difficultly in 

updating the 4 year plan as there is little confidence over how long current conditions 
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will last, where they will peak and how high they peak at.  The logical impact on 
business planning would be to build in additional caution which may be undeserved.  
Qualis has therefore focused on the more immediate activities contained in the 1 year 
plan and seeks a pause whilst they try to better understand how markets are 
developing and their likely impact on prices.   This will enable them to develop a more 
realistic plan for future years enabling both the Council and Qualis to better 
understand future benefit.   
 

2.8. The key elements of the attached plan are set out below divided into the respective 
headings. 

 
  
3. 1 Year Business Plan 

 
3.1. As with the Council budget, the Qualis Business model is sensitive to turbulent 

market conditions. Notably the impacts of construction price inflation and higher costs 
of borrowing.  The Business Plan focuses on reviewing all existing assumptions and 
refining these considering tightening margins. 
 

3.2. Originally the council created Qualis to solve specific problems around 
redevelopment and housing maintenance but this has been expanded to take on a 
wider property development and management portfolio. 
 

3.3. In accordance with this some new areas of activity are proposed for inclusion within 
the Business Plan for 2022/23, such as Grounds Maintenance and a longer-term 
agreement on Asset Management.  Terms for each of these new proposed activity 
areas have yet to be agreed. 
 
 
Commentary 
 

3.4. The economic challenges facing the Country impact on Qualis in a similar way to the 
Council, yet Qualis is more sensitive to certain inflationary pressures.   Building 
materials are energy intensive to produce and so inflation is having a greater impact 
on these.   Add to this higher borrowing costs and uncertainty over the sales prices 
and the result is a squeeze in developer margins.   The Business Plan focuses on 
these impacts and introduces approaches and strategies to manage the impacts. 
 

3.5. Qualis is well set with an experienced and capable management team to respond to 
the challenges ahead, but it recognises that one option may be to slow certain 
developments if viability looks too challenging or too high risk.   Whilst disappointing, 
the wider events which have caused this are outside of the control of Qualis and the 
Council.  The correct response is to be aware of the impacts and take action 
accordingly to mitigate risk and maximise return. 
 

3.6. Qualis has a robust governance structure, including members and officer board 
representation, which gives the Council considerable control over direction and 
performance and allows it to directly benefit from the successes of Qualis.  This 
position of confidence can be exploited to allow for complementary working and 
specialism without the requirement for duplication. For example, the Council doesn’t 
need its own property advisors when Qualis also has a team of property advisors, 
similarly this applies with maintenance functions.  Duplication is expensive and 
inefficient for the taxpayer when the Council could equally utilise its close relationship 
with Qualis to deliver these functions.    
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3.7. Allowing Qualis to specialise and grow its activity in the property area enables the 
council to delegate or transfer those aligned activities and associated risks to Qualis 
at an appropriate time in the future, (subject to the appropriate checks, balances and 
performance measures), allowing for better outcomes, better returns and greater 
efficiency. In turn, higher profits will be returned to the council from these activities, 
whilst enabling the council to reduce its cost base and allowing it to concentrate on its 
key priority activities.  
 

3.8. Last year it had been agreed to explore asset transfer (the Council’s commercial 
assets) to Qualis, but current market conditions have also reduced financial viability 
here to the point where it is necessary to pause exploration.  However, Qualis has 
been successful in their management of these assets on the Council’s behalf and the 
Plan contains a proposal to put this within a formal arrangement.  Given the uplift in 
rental incomes secured by Qualis over the past 12 months this makes sense.  This is 
explored in more detail in a later section.  
 
Specific Permissions Required from Epping Forest District Council 
 

3.9. To agree the 1 year Business Plan as attached as Appendix A. 
  

4. Qualis Living 
 
Key Priorities Identified by Qualis 

 
4.1. As part of the Council loan facilities to Qualis, the Council agreed a £35 million 

Regeneration Loan facility so that Qualis could identify and acquire properties within 
the District which would benefit from regeneration through redevelopment.  To date, 
Qualis has yet to secure any suitable opportunities and so this facility remains 
unused at the present time.  Qualis is optimistic that the wider market uncertainty 
might create opportunities and with this facility at their disposal they will be well 
placed to move swiftly. 

   
4.2. Last year’s Business Plan, adopted by the Council, included the temporary transfer of 

the management of Council’s commercial asset portfolio to Qualis in order that Qualis 
might better understand the nature of the portfolio and the opportunities for 
maximising returns and redevelopment contained within it.   
 

4.3. Qualis was able to do this as it had its own team of property specialists and together 
with the secondment of the Council’s property management team, the skills and 
expertise to undertake this review were then co-located in the same place.   
 

4.4. Ultimately this was intended to lead to the development of a proposal to transfer all 
the Council’s commercial assets to Qualis.  However, the economic uncertainty has 
now made this unattractive in the current market.  Increased borrowing costs and 
uncertainty over the income stream derived from the portfolio in a potential 
recessionary scenario create higher risks to viability, which mean that now is not the 
right time to progress this opportunity. 
 

4.5. However, Qualis has successfully improved the management of the Council’s 
portfolio, with improvements to record management, reduction in tenants’ arrears and 
proactive action on expired and expiring leases. 
 

4.6. The net result is a 5% uplift in the income derived from the Portfolio to the Council’s 
benefit, which it is expected would not have been achieved under historic 
arrangements. 
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4.7. To date Qualis has been undertaking this function at ‘cost’ to the Council as it suited 

the Qualis development of a wider acquisition proposal.  With this no longer viable in 
the short-term any formalisation of this activity would need to be accompanied by 
market commercial terms.   This would normally include some incentivisation to 
increase the income derived from the Portfolio. 

 
Commentary 
 

4.8. As the Council and Qualis are now both managing commercial assets for financial 
return it would make sense if just one party continued to develop this specialism and 
their expertise in this area so that duplicated costs can be avoided.  This has proved 
successful with improvements in processes and, importantly at this current time, the 
income generated by the Council. 
 

4.9. Therefore, subject to suitable commercial terms being agreed, the Business Plan 
proposes, and the Council is recommended to endorse, the formalisation of this 
arrangement with the Council and Qualis standing to benefit financially from Qualis 
creating additional value from the portfolio.  Subject to consultation this would include 
the permanent transfer of the property team to Qualis.  
 

 
Specific Permissions Required from Epping Forest District Council 
 

4.10. Subject to terms being agreed that demonstrate Value for Money, to contract with 
Qualis for the management of the Council’s investment and commercial property 
portfolio and to permanently transfer the staff in the Asset Management team under 
TUPE arrangements. 
 

5. Qualis Commercial  
 
Key Priorities Identified by Qualis 

 
5.1. The Business Plan sets out the existing regeneration schemes that Qualis is currently 

progressing, specifically, Cottis Lane, supporting the Bakers Lane Council Leisure 
centre, St John’s Road, Conder Building, Hemnall Street and Roundhills.    
 

5.2. A Business Case was put to the Council for the acquisition and redevelopment of 
Pyrles Lane and this was subsequently approved.  It is expected this will require loan 
funding from the Council in order to develop out the site and this is covered within the 
£35 million Regeneration facility approved by the Council below.  
 

5.3. The Council has also agreed the sale to Qualis of an industrial site in Cartersfield 
Road also funded through the £35 million Regeneration Loan Facility.   
 

5.4. Beyond these existing specific sites, the Qualis Business Plan is predicated on the 
identification and development of a pipeline of similar sites which would aid the 
district by bringing forward potentially difficult sites for regeneration and development 
of new private, affordable and rented housing, thereby addressing the housing 
shortage in the district and capturing potential developer profits for re-investment or 
for the benefit of the Council. 
 

5.5. Regeneration across the District has always been a priority for the Council and the 
delivery of new housing and new jobs meets the Council’s corporate aims and 
objectives. 
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5.6. However, the Plan recognises that delivering Regeneration schemes, particularly 

new housing, will become more challenging in the current environment as inflationary 
cost pressures, higher costs of borrowing and uncertainty in the housing market all 
put a squeeze on viability. 
 
Commentary 
 

5.7. The original vision for Qualis was around redeveloping some of the Council’s more 
challenging sites for the benefit of the district (providing housing, retail, leisure and 
jobs).   
   

5.8. The one year Business Plan presented here continues to focus on this ambition but 
deals honestly with the new challenges that the current economic uncertainty 
introduces.  The main developments in this Business Plan window remain the 
redevelopment of the Epping Sites, where tangible progress is being made, 
Roundhills, Pyrles Lane and Cartersfield. 

 
5.9. It is important to respond to the dynamic environment that currently exists by 

continually re-evaluating and removing / mitigating risk wherever possible.  It will be 
important to recognise where schemes temporarily cease to become viable and to 
pause development if this is the case, so as not to create loss making developments.  
This would be the same approach adopted by other private sector developers and 
will be mirrored by Qualis.  
 

5.10. The Quarterly monitoring reports provided by Qualis provide the opportunity for the 
Shareholder to understand the current position and make recommendations, if felt 
necessary.  The Council’s representatives on the Board also provide a real-time 
check on investment decisions. 
 

5.11. It is certain that the current financial instability facing the Country is temporary.  
Whilst the Council would wish to see the redevelopments proceed and to enjoy the 
financial returns that this would generate, proceeding whilst ignoring the risk inherent 
in the current financial landscape would be high risk.   The Business Plan recognises 
this and instead proposes moving forward with caution, consulting with the 
Shareholder where appropriate.    
 
Specific Permissions Required from Epping Forest District Council 
 

5.12. No new permissions sought within this Business Plan. 
 
 

6. Qualis Management 
 

Key Priorities Identified by Qualis 
 
6.1. The Business Plan continues to concentrate around developing the housing repair 

service provided to the Council but also on seek to develop other services which 
clearly or logically align to the property development and management focus of 
Qualis.   
 

6.2. In addition to Asset Management, the other property function directly provided by the 
Council is Ground Maintenance.  This was referenced and approved for 
consideration last year and work continues between Qualis and the Council to agree 
a proposal.  
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Specific Permissions Required from Epping Forest District Council 
 

6.3. No new permissions sought in this single year Business Plan. 
 
 

7. Qualis Community 
 
Key Priorities Identified by Qualis 

 
7.1. This year’s Qualis Business Plan includes a set of priorities for Qualis Community. 

Qualis Commercial has been created as a community interest company where all 
activities and profits generated are reinvested for the benefit of the Community. 
  

7.2. There are no detailed proposals requiring the Council’s permission coming forward at 
this stage. 
 
Specific Permissions Required from Epping Forest District Council 
 

7.3. No new permissions sought in this single year Business Plan. 
 
 

8. Risk Analysis 
 

8.1. The Business Plan identifies that this one year plan has been developed in a 
challenging economic environment that has implications for previously forecast 
ambitions and returns.   These events have emerged rapidly, were largely 
unforeseen and consequently were near impossible to plan for.   Higher prices and 
higher borrowing costs, which apply equally to the Council, also impact significantly 
upon Qualis forecasts and short-term planning.   Long term plans will be re-evaluated 
when greater clarity exists over the potential impacts. 
  

8.2. The risk which are seen as key to the Council are those set out below; 
 

8.3. Qualis failure to repay loans – the Council has already invested heavily in Qualis with 
loans already made totalling £61.75 million and existing approvals given for a further 
£96 million.  Total indebtedness of Qualis to the Council will rise to £157.75 million 
within a few years with £141 million directly borrowed by the Council from external 
lenders.     The cost of borrowing to the Council had been at near historic lows since 
for more than a decade up until last year but are now rising steadily in response to 
the economic factors previously referred to.   The borrowing already advanced to 
Qualis captured these low rates in the form of fixed term borrowing, thereby 
mitigating the risks from interest rate rises.   However, any new borrowing will be at 
higher rates than had been envisaged when the original development plans had been 
put together and which had been assumed in the Council’s budget plans.   These 
increases erode the returns envisaged by the Council and, if passed on to Qualis, the 
viability of their development proposals.  The terms of the construction loan facility 
previously agreed will need to be revisited in order to provide a balance between risk 
and return to the two parties.    As the borrowing is taken in the Council’s name, it will 
be responsible for the repayment of these loans, irrespective of whether Qualis 
makes it repayments.  The Council needs to be confident that Qualis business model 
is sufficiently robust in order that it can meet its obligations and that it is not taking 
undue risks.  The Council has sought to protect its own interests by taking security 
over all Qualis assets and bank balances so that in the unlikely event of default the 
Council can liquidate and repay its debts. 
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8.4. Optimism Bias – the Business Plan forecasts are dependent upon a number of 

actions and plans coming to fruition in accordance with timelines set out.   In practice 
events may happen sooner than planned or be delayed as a result of events outside 
of the control of Qualis; the current economic conditions and the Covid19 Pandemic 
being good examples.   Qualis has been through its current Business Plan and 
reassessed each element using central assumptions in order to eliminate any bias 
towards optimism but in a volatile operating environment a wider divergence from the 
central plan remains an elevated risk and the Council should expect that this may 
materially impact upon the level and timing of returns to Qualis and the Council.  
 
 
Commentary 
 

8.5. There are risks inherent in any commercial venture, whether run by the Council or 
carried out within an arms-length company.   These can never be fully hedged off and 
the need for councils to find new income streams and efficiencies means that doing 
nothing represents an even greater risk of failure. 
 

8.6. Therefore, the Council needs to proceed by not trying to avoid all risk, but by 
understanding the risks and ensuring it has mitigations in place.   The Council’s 
commitment to Qualis is underpinned by security over property and cash held by 
Qualis, and whilst this creates its own problems (such as the risk of a property price 
crash) if suitable diversified and managed the absolute risk to the Council remains 
fairly low.  
 

8.7. The Council’s control over these risks is through the regular and robust monitoring of 
quarterly performance, the Council representation on the Board of Qualis, the annual 
review and monitoring of Business Plan updates and through the Council’s 
democratic process.  Qualis continues to make significant interest payments to the 
Council on the loans previously drawn down and these amounts are important to the 
Council in delivering its budget.    
 
 

9. Resource Implications 
 

9.1. Qualis was created partly to resolve operational and development challenges being 
faced by the Council but the Council was also attracted to the significant financial 
upside, (as shareholder and lender), of benefiting from returns and development 
profits which would normally have been returned to lenders or the private sector.  
  

9.2. The returns and margins delivered by Qualis are central to the Council’s Medium 
Term Financial Plans which allow the continued delivery of core and value-added 
services to the residents, whilst at the same time minimising Council Tax increases. 
 

9.3. Unfortunately, Qualis is no more immune from wider economic factors anymore than 
the Council is.  The sudden increase in fuel prices, leading to large inflationary 
pressures and increases in borrowing costs is squeezing the Qualis financial model 
from all sides and causing profits and returns to be pushed out.  This has required a 
large readjustment of assumptions and forecasts of gain.  The Council is wrestling 
with similar challenges that are creating massive pressures on its on budget.   
 

9.4. The table below sets out the combined Profit and Loss account for Qualis as included 
within the single year Business Plan. 
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Qualis  Group 
£,000’s 

Commercial 
£,000’s  

Living 
£,000’s 

Management 
£,000’s 

Total 
£,000’s 

Total Income 2,532 1,764 3,378 12,324 19,998 
Total Expenditure 2,412 1,684 1,312 11,980 17,388 
Interest Payable   2,458  2,458 
Profit / -Loss before Tax -120 80 -392 344 152 
Return     0.9% 

 
9.5. These forecasts include the assumption that the Asset Management arrangements 

are formalised, and that Grounds Maintenance is transferred before the 1st April. 
   

9.6. For comparison the predicted Profit and Loss Account in the 4 Business Plan 
presented last year (shown below) had shown fast growth in income, expenditure and 
profits in 2022/23 of the Plan.  The 4 year plan update will need to reflect a slowdown 
in developments associated with current and forecast economic conditions.   
 
Qualis  2021/22 

£,000’s 
2022/23 
£,000’s  

Total Income 13,857 53,038 
Total Expenditure 13,549 48,689 
Profit / -Loss before Tax 308 4,349 
Return  8.9% 

 
 

9.7. Last year’s figures include expected returns from the growth in the Qualis commercial 
property portfolio (funded from market borrowing), development profits from new sites 
which have yet to be acquired (funded by loans from the Council) and the transfer of 
Council services, specifically Grounds Maintenance and the Asset Management 
Team, but excludes any opportunity derived from the potential transfer to Qualis of 
the Council’s commercial asset portfolio.  The reduction in forecast profit is largely 
associated with not being able to acquire new commercial property, (funded by 
market borrowing), outside of the District and with delays in securing Planning 
consent for the Epping sites.   
 
 
Commentary 
 

9.8. The Business Plan presented shows a significant downwards readjustment in 
forecast returns associated with wider economic factors.   All elements of the 
economy are dealing with the same pressures and commentators are predicting that 
this will result in a slow down of the wider economy. Neither the Council nor Qualis 
are immune from these pressures and must adjust plans accordingly. 
 

9.9. It is hoped that these factors are short term and that inflationary quickly peaks and 
returns toward its historic long terms target.  However, whilst they persist Qualis must 
factor in the consequences into its plans.    
 

9.10. In turn the Council will need to be realistic, that any prospect of dividends will also be 
pushed out and borrowing margins on new borrowing taken by Qualis will be lower 
than had been previously assumed.   These impacts will need to be factor into the 
Council’s own financial planning over the next few months.   

 
9.11. The Council had previously not assumed the receipt of any profits forecast from the 

Qualis Business Plan, instead allowing Qualis to reinvest it profits so that it could 
build resilience into its financial model, provide investment capital and to build a 
buffer which could absorb financial shocks.   
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9.12. Other than a reduction in margin on lending to Qualis, the Council’s budget is not 

impacted by the reduced profit forecast, but Qualis own ability to build strength into 
their financial model will take significantly longer than had been previously assumed 
because of these wider external factors.  
 

9.13. It is considered that the assumptions are more realistic and more reflective of the 
current operating environment, and whilst it is hoped these factors are short lived, it is 
considered right that Qualis is more cautious at this time.  
 
 

10. Legal and Governance Implications 
 

10.1. None contained within this report. 
 

11. Safer, Cleaner and Greener Implications 
 

11.1. None. 
 

12. Consultation Undertaken 
 

12.1. None 
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